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About This Content

Overview

Shovel Knight from Shovel Knight: Treasure Trove joins the Rivals of Aether roster! In a collaboration between Dan Fornace
LLC and Yacht Club Games, Shovel Knight has been recreated in slightly larger but still gorgeous pixel art to compete against

the other Rivals. This DLC pack comes Shovel Knight and the Troupple Pond stage.
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Rival

Shovel Knight has learned a lot during his titular adventures and he brings those skills with him to Rivals of Aether. Shovel
Knight swings, digs and shovel drops his way through the Rivals roster. He does it all while collecting treasure which he can use

to purchase upgrades to give him the upper hand on the battlefield.

TREASURE HUNTER – Shovel Knight’s attacks knock coins and gems out of his opponents. He can collect these to
increase his treasure. By taunting, he summons Chester and can use his treasure to purchase either Relics or Armors to
improve his fighting ability.

SHOVEL DROP – Shovel Knight’s signature ability is his Down Air in Rivals of Aether. With this attack he can strike
his opponents from above and bounce off their heads. Hold the attack button to keep the Shovel beneath him. He can
also bounce off objects and projectiles!

EXPERT FISHERMAN – Shovel Knight’s down special is the Fishing Rod. Use it off the side of the stage to fish up
some treasure. Time it correctly and fish up a Treasure Rock, but time it perfectly and get a Golden Fish.

Stage

The new Troupple Pond stage comes with both a casual Aether version and competitive Basic version. On the Aether version,
players will have to be aware of the Troupple King as he dances in the background. Look out for the Troupple that join in the
dance or knock them toward enemies to turn the tide of the battle. Competitive players can play on the Basic version for a fair

fight while enjoying some great music inspired by Shovel Knight: Treasure Trove.
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Title: Rivals of Aether: Shovel Knight
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Dan Fornace
Publisher:
Dan Fornace
Franchise:
Rivals of Aether
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX Compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Japanese
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Simply put = Fun for all the family. Muse away a few hours during some fast paced clicky action, with a cute scary theme.

(Diner Dash) in gameplay, but with monsters and ghouls. Reasonably priced too.. Fun and easy to learn, great for the price.
You'll whip through the first few sections, but after a bit it will get more difficult. Ok variety of ships amd upgrades, if you like
RTS games with a space warfare theme this one is worth a look.. The story is really captivating and immersive from the start but
not quite satisfying in the latter chapters. And in the end, I'm still at loss about what happened to a certain character in the
prelude. But it is overally good and worth the price. I'm a Lovecraft fan myself, so it has been a really exciting experience to
have a lovecraftian investigation adventure!. Another example of why developers should not release their games before they're
completed.

As it is now the game is almost devoid of gameplay, has a UI from the 80s, and slows to a crawl after some time.

I've played better freeware.. Devilish, Pinball Quest, Breakout, RPG elements.... Well not really RPG but the story line... It's
well written and gives you a giggle! The developer has a good sense of humor in the story while delivering a quality game where
you guide the ball and hit certain items to progress in the game. It's such a good game that I think they should pursue a license to
operate this game as a stand alone machine, possibly Bar Arcades? It would earn lots of quarters,

You can see the quality and love they put in here and you would appreciate its simplicity yet deep arcade like gameplay.. This is
a relatively short puzzle game where you reconstruct genuine Rube Goldberg machines as penned by Rube Goldberg himself. If
you complete the puzzle exactly as Rube did it, you get to see his original cartoon for the machine, and learn a few Rube
Goldberg facts.

The graphics are charming and of sufficient quality that they're not irritating or distracting. The puzzles are fairly casual, but not
so frustrating that you get stuck or annoyed. The hints help. I was able to finish the game in one sitting, but I think it was time
well spent.

Runs bug free in 4K, and although sometimes object placement is a bit finnicky, the controls are also tolerable. It does feel a bit
like a tablet game but the PC port is of good enough quality that you don't really notice. Not sure it's worth the off-sale price of
$5USD, but the developers achieved exactly what they set out to do.. Ive played 15h or so of this before it launched (in closed
beta) game was incredibly enjoyable and had alot of replayability, i have played through the game alittle since launch and they
have fixed many of the issues that were prevelant in closed beta. The game is deffinitely worth $15. some♥♥♥♥♥. A
wonderful documentary.
From the earliest games on mainframe computers to the crash of '83.
One early industry luminary after another telling their part of the story.

If you have any love for video games, get this!
. This game. It messes with you. I can't express how much I enjoyed playing through it though, and how much I enjoyed each
and every ending. I absolutely love the concept and I wish we could have known more about certain things but it definitely
doesn't take away from the experience. In fact it certainly adds to the mysterious feel of the game.
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If you like old school shooters you'll like this. Health packs, 90s graphics, weird collision detection. I will say the game does late
some things, as I'm sure you've already read, but I'll say again, no in game way to change controls, no graphical settings and no
audio settings. So if you have headphones on take them off, ALT-TAB and turn down the game manually unless you like to
bleed from the ears. I'm only on level 6 but I am enjoying myself. Deaths aren't too common but I can see where some might
find it difficult, if you remember the kind of damage enemies did in Redneck Rampage then you'll know how these enemies
treat ya.

Lastly I will say it does feel like the game isn't fully complete, on the Greenlight Page it stated 4 episodes with 10 levels each
and here we are waiting on Episode 2. So, I believe dev should slap an "Early Access" sticker on this bad boy.

TLTR:
Great old school feel
May be difficult for those who didn't grow up on 90s games
Feels like Early Access
No Graphic/Audio/Control settings as of now.
Headphone users beware
I personally think it's fun. Slime San isn't bad. You play as a slime swallowed by a creature. Due to this every level has stomach
acid as a hazard, putting a timer on levels. You can slow down time, which allows you to pass through certain objects. You can
dash, it's a dash. The platforming in itself doesn't feel bad though I do not enjoy it enough to keep playing. The graphics are
fine. Not visually pleasing, but they're decent enough.

My main issue is a bug that nobody else seems to experience, a bug that cuts off a third of the screen on both sides. This part of
the game is just missing. The issue can be mitigated by exiting fullscreen, making the window fill the screen and going back to
fullscreen mode. Sadly the issue keeps returning occasionally. It's a hassle to deal with and I do not enjoy Slime-San enough to
bother.

If you enjoy platformers you might want to try out the game, I cannot recommend it due to the issues I've had trying to play it..
Long, tedious and at the same time not really compelling. There were many COG games for which I would've wished for a
similar length, but here it just felt like a chore to finish. Choices matter little to not at all. The writing style is okay, but the story
simply isn't that good.. THIS GAME FREAKING SUCKS AND IS DUMB. Before i know how to use these tiles, i can only
unlike it. The tiles dont work at all. Half the tiles, are shown, with half of other tiles..............this is absolutely useless.
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